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•What are cytotoxic drugs?  

•The presence of human pharmaceuticals in the environment is not a new issue 
(Tabak and Bunch, 1970, US & Aherne and Briggs,1989 Europe).

•80s and 90s saw explosion in number of papers addressing the presence, fate and 
behaviour of pharmaceuticals (Halling-Sorensen et al., 1998; Daughton and Ternes, 
1999). 

•But......not so much work on the risks to humans and wildlife either for acute or 
chronic exposure by single compounds or mixtures. 

•We can’t look at all compounds – better to focus on the most toxic compounds –
AntiCancer drugs

•AntiCancer drugs. Cytostatic (no DNA interaction) and cytotoxic which interact with 
DNA and lead to cell death. Reported to exert teratogenic, genotoxic, mutagenic 
effects. Practically all eukaryotic organisms are vulnerable to damage.



Common compounds
Drug Log 

Kow
Usage (2008, Kg, France) Fraction released through 

excretion and WWTP
Hydroxycarbamide -1.68 6838 0.5

Capectiabine 0.56 5134 0.03

5FU -0.89 1733 0.2

Cyclophosphamide 0.63 305 >0.25

Ifosfamide 0.86 103 0.5

Methotrexate -1.28 74 0.90

Carboplatin -0.46 83 0.3 - 1.0

Usage generally increasing by 10% per year

Besse et al Env Int 39, (2012), 73-86

Since 1995 drugs licensed by European Medical Agency 



•Urinary excretion

•Potential sewer loss/transformation?

River flow dilution

The route to 
the
aquatic 
environment/ 
ecological and 
human and risk

PBT scoring?
Ecological Risk?

Treatment efficiency?

Risk to the 
developing 
foetus???





CEH Work with cytotoxics



Sewage Works data



The impact of a chemical pollutant will be 
modified by the amount of dilution available

•Waste products

•How much water do we have in the UK have to dilute our daily waste?

•? •?



Calculating the amount of natural flow 
available per person at a national scale

Dilution available per head per day
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• The study, carried out at the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology in Wallingford, 
Oxfordshire, examined the risks posed by chemotherapy drugs that escape into 
the environment through sewage.

• The researchers estimated that an adult drinking more than three pints of water a 
day would receive a weekly dose of between 300 and 30,000 times lower than 
recommended safety levels.

• They warn that a developing foetus would also be exposed to the drugs in the 
womb.

• Andrew Johnson, the scientist who led the Wallingford study, said: "In the foetus, 
which is rapidly growing and comparatively tiny, the dose would be relatively 
higher and any damage to its cells could be far more serious.

• "There is not evidence to show that drinking water treatment removes all these 
drugs, so while we are not wanting to alarm people, it would be foolish to assume 
there is no risk."
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